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Light in
Style
Lite Energy is a leader in custom lighting designs.
With their innovative and functional designs they
lead by example by introducing the epsAlume
family. 8 different series of fixtures: Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, Miami, New York, San Franscisco
and Seattle are all offered in pendant, cluster,
sconce, ADA sconce and close-to-ceiling models.
Each of them will be able to solve unique lighting
challenges for a wide range of large and smallscale interior environments.
All models cover a design range of sleek, classic,
elegant and contemporary lines enhancing any
interior decors and creating a distinct ambiance
within the architectural space. The epsAlume
family is ideal for diverse applications such as
shopping malls, offices, lobbies, libraries, banquet
halls, boardrooms gymnasiums and showrooms.
Benefits of using a epsAlume fixture are
numerous. While the luminous diffuser creates a
soft illumination, the indirect lighting provided by
the epsAlume family provides maximum visual
comfort to occupants. This family also offers a
variety of mounting options allowing any interior
designers to combine different models while
keeping a uniform look throughout the
environment. A rigid construction and a spun
and fabricated housing assure the durability
of the product.
Take advantage of the flexibility offered by all these
families to help your customers solve unique
lighting challenges

Custom, street-level outdoor wall mounted luminaires
specifically designed and built to complement the
architectural features of this commercial building with
no visible fasteners or hardware.

Decorative, perforated stainless steel, facia illuminated
by recessed low wattage MH up lights.

Custom, direct/indirect pendant luminaires utilize a
4‘ wide x 5‘ long ‘barrel‘ design with opal acrylic shroud
and perforated end plates that are illuminated by T8
dimmable fluorescent lamps.

Whatever your lighting needs Thomas Lighting Canada’s
custom design division, Lite Energy has vast experience and
technical expertise to illuminate interiors and set the mood of
today’s indoor and outdoor spaces.
Through years of research and development of visually
interesting and inviting lighting designs Lite Energy has
earned a reputation amongst architects, engineers and
lighting interior designers as a superior custom house
dedicated to product innovation and excellence.

This 14’x14’ structure combines the use of polished
metals and alabaster acrylic and is illuminated by a
combination of T5HO and MH PAR lamps.

Custom, decorative 39” square direct/indirect pendant luminaire with
painted and plated finishes and sandblasted glass panels.

Connect With Our Extensive Selection
Over the years, we have designed and serviced installations
from North America to Asia. Our lighting design specialists
can customize luminaires based on your requirements,
expand your concepts or create original lighting products for
specific installations. In addition, Lite Energy also has a wide
selection of standard designs available to you. This cross
section of thousands of unique designs is only part of our
flexibility and innovation available to you for your challenging
lighting parameters.
Leading with Lighting Solutions
Lite Energy is backed by the reliability and resources of
Thomas Lighting Canada. From inception, the Lite Energy
division has fostered a quality focused environment at all
levels. A core group of professionals provide expertise to
ensure that clients always receive the best products and
service.

These custom pendants 8’ diameter and 17’ high and
combine both T5 fluorescent and MH lamps in a
“Leaf Motif” inspired lattice and alabaster shroud.

40” diameter indirect bowl, suspended by concealed aircraft cable and
illuminated by compact fluorescent lamps.

Custom, indirect column mounted clusters constructed
of 36” diameter, polished brass bowls,
arms and integral mounting collar.
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